described in previous issues. The principle on which this scheme is based is to limit State aid to really necessitous and useful institutions. The withdrawal of State aid from useful institutions possessing sufficient means of local support has almost invariably resulted in the local acknowledgment of ability and responsibility to maintain them, while the same step in the case of sham dispenaries has resulted in their closure.
Dispensaries are now classified according as they are?(1) unaided by Government; (2) aided, and (3) supported entirely by Government. At the commencement of the year the numbers under each class were? I. II.
HI. Gospel, I see not the slightest objection to his doing so ; but quite the contrary. His influence as a doctor will often gain him willing ears. I think his chief influence will be among his in-patients, especially when he has succeeded in curing them of some disease : and perhaps he will have more hope of inducing them to accept Christianity, or at any rate to listen to its claims, if he can visit them at their homes after their cure than he will when their minds are absorbed with the anxieties connected with the medical or surgical treatment they are undergoing at the Hospital."
The first of these arguments we prefer not to discuss. The second would be strong were the medical ministrations not employed for purposes of conversion?were in fact a pure outcome of philanthropy and Christian charity. The third simply amounts to an acknowledgment that people are bribed by being doctored to accept Christianity. They are, while sick and suffering, placed under an obligation, and they are expected when they are well to redeem this obligation by becoming converts. The end may be excellent, but we decidedly object to the means. Though we cannot concur with Dr. Downes' principles and arguments, his report gives abundant evidence of good work.
We have received the first number of the printed Proceedings It is to be hoped that in time these measures will reduce the rates, but it is vain to expect them to fall to anything like an English level.
